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Wellness spaces



Badewelt Aquatic complex - Sinsheim - GERMANY 

The 5 key…

…CLIPSO® benefits
for walls and ceilings in
wellness spaces:

1. Decor

2. Ambience

3. Luxury

4. Specific range

5. Acoustic benefit

Omega Spa & Wellness - NETHERLANDS



Thalassotherapy centre

At a thalassotherapy centre, hygiene should be your number one 
priority. CLIPSO® not only meets your sanitary needs but also 
offers acoustic and light solutions. 

So you’ll be fully equipped to create a harmonious atmosphere 
and give your customers an opportunity to relax and escape 
within a healthy environment.

Lingolsheim Swimming - FRANCE

Swimming Pool - Ceiling - CORÉE

Public pool

Thinking about making some renovations to your 
public pool? 

CLIPSO® coverings can make a real difference. The 
SO CLEAN range, treated with Sanitized®, ensures 
the destruction of 99.9% of bacteria and prevents the 
growth of fungi, microbes, mould or algae.  
As a long-term active and effective barrier, it’ll mean 
much less of a constraint on you.

With HD digital printing, you can customise your 
spaces. You can also make your bathers more 
comfortable with our acoustic solutions.

A clean swimming pool, warm atmosphere and 
suitable light - your visitors will be delighted!

CLIPSO® EXPERIENCE

CLIPSO® EXPERIENCE



CLIPSO® EXPERIENCE
Hotel pool

For your hotel, a swimming pool is a real plus. 
So, CLIPSO® antibacterial coverings, which 

can be cold-laid in a matter of hours, are sure 
to appeal. 

Fast installation that adapts to your needs 
and a result that fully harmonises with the 

ambience of your establishment. 

Are you yearning for a unique atmosphere, a 
friendly space that also optimises hygiene? 

Wait no longer, CLIPSO® solutions are  
made for you.

Swimming pool - Acoustic ceiling Swimming pool - Printed ceiling
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Head office : 5 rue de l’Eglise • F-68800 VIEUX-THANN • Tél. : +33 (0)3 89 37 10 84 • E-mail : contact@clipso.com


